Premier Research Labs™ (PRL) is a licensed primary manufacturer of dietary supplements under 21CFR11 of the FDA
and is cGMP certified by USP (United States Pharmacopeia) Quality Systems GMP Audited Verification Program. PRL
offers a full line of premium quality, professional nutritional supplements and foods to be exclusively distributed by qualified
practitioners worldwide.
PRL qualifies its professional re-seller
PRL qualifies its professional re-seller by requiring the professional to provide a copy of its applicable professional license,
as issued by an appropriate agency, or any other applicable certificate or license indicating its authorization to engage in
the practice in which it does business. PRL uses its sole discretion to approve or deny such license submission.
PRL strictly prohibits the unauthorized sale of the PRL products on any third party electronic commerce or auction
site including, but not limited to, eBay.com, Amazon.com, Halfoff.com or Ubid.com. Any unauthorized activity is in
violation of PRL’s exclusive distribution rights and infringes on PRL’s exclusive copyrights. Selling PRL products on the
Amazon.com website is infringing upon the registered Premier Research Labs trademark, creating the false impression the
seller is an authorized reseller of PRL products.
BUYER BEWARE
1. Violators that sell on unauthorized third party e-commerce sites have been known to comingle authentic and
counterfeit PRL products.
2. Lastly, these violators often do not provide any contact information. In the case of a potential lot recall, the Code of
Federal Regulations, 21CFR111 of the FDA, mandates PRL to have a record (including direct contact information)
of all wholesale distributors that sell PRL products to the consumer. To be non-compliant is a federal violation.
3. There is a concern of the Quality Control and Assurance in accordance to cGMP regulations through these
unauthorized and unidentified distribution channels. These sites may be misrepresenting the PRL product thus failing
to meet the customers’ expectations.
Please Note
Authorized PRL resellers shall prominently display, at the top of their website’s home or landing page or at the bottom of
each subsequent page where PRL products are sold, in no less than twelve (12) point prominent standard letter font the
following:
“[Re-Seller] is licensed to distribute nutritional supplements, foods and wellness products manufactured by Premier
Research Labs, Austin, Texas, USA.”

